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Abstract—Moore’s law technology scaling has improved per-
formance by five orders of magnitude in the last four decades.
As advanced technologies continue the pursuit of Moore’s law,
a variety of challenges will need to be overcome. One of these
challenges is the management of process variation. This paper
discusses the importance of process variation in modern transistor
technology, reviews front-end variation sources, presents device
and circuit variation measurement techniques, including circuit
and memory data from the 32-nm node, and compares recent
intrinsic transistor variation performance from the literature.

Index Terms—Complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
(CMOS), static random access memory (SRAM), variation,
Vccmin.

I. INTRODUCTION

A LTHOUGH there has been a trend in the complemen-
tary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) literature in

recent years to describe process variation as a new challenge
associated with advanced CMOS technologies [1], process
variation has always been a critical aspect of semiconductor
fabrication [2].
Similar to other critical areas in semiconductor process-

ing, meeting Moore’s law scaling with variation challenges
requires combining new innovations with established continual
improvement strategies. Fig. 1 illustrates this condition by
showing static random access memory (SRAM) cell design
from 90 nm to 22 nm. The 90-nm SRAM cell was a “tall”
architecture with significant diffusion corner rounding. The
65-nm cell added the “wide” cell to eliminate diffusion cor-
ners, the 45-nm cell added double patterning to eliminate poly
rounding, and the 32- and 22-nm cells refined the basic “wide”
design with patterning and polish improvements. This cycle
of innovation and continual improvement is a recurring theme
in addressing the challenges of variation across technology
generations.
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Fig. 1. SRAM cell design from 90 nm to 22 nm illustrates the combination of
new innovations and continual improvement strategies for addressing variation
challenges while maintaining a 2× area Moore’s Law scaling.

Fig. 2. Improvements in yield on each process generation arising from new
innovations and established continual improvement strategies [3], [4].

A. Systematic Variation

Historically, systematic process variation has been of interest
to semiconductor manufacturers, because systematic process
variation is a strong driver for yield. The management of
systematic variation is critical to maintaining competitive yield
over multiple technology nodes. A variety of new innovations
and established continual improvement strategies are needed to
deliver improvements in yield on each process generation; see
Fig. 2, [3] and [4]. Process technology developers have met this
challenge and continue to deliver high yield at the Moore’s law
cadence.

B. Random Variation

In recent years, the importance of maintaining low random
variation has increased due to the importance of achieving
lower minimum operating voltages (Vccmin) for memory ele-
ments such as SRAMs and register file arrays. The increased
emphasis on lower Vccmin arises from a dramatic increase in
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Fig. 3. SRAM minimum operating voltage (Vccmin) is affected by both
systematic and random transistor variations [5].

Fig. 4. Sequence of process enhancements for 32 nm LWR/LER illustrating
long term variation management through continual improvements.

demand for mobile and ultramobile products, which must meet
aggressive average power targets. In an SRAM array (see Fig. 3
and [5]), threshold voltage (VT ) random variation is the most
significant contributor for the die Vccmin, whereas systematic
VT variation is the most significant contributor for the wafer
Vccmin.

II. FRONT-END VARIATION SOURCES

A. Historical Sources

Variation sources in the CMOS front end (see [6] and ref-
erences therein) can be categorized into two groups. The first
group consists of historical variation sources that will continue
to offer challenges moving forward. This group includes pat-
terning proximity effects [both classical and optical proximity
correction (OPC) [7]], line-edge roughness (LER) and line-
width roughness (LWR) [8], polish variations [shallow trench
isolation (STI) [9] and gate [10]], and variations in the gate
dielectric (oxide thickness variations [11], fixed charge [12],
and defects and traps [13]). Long-term variation management
requires continuing to drive aggressive improvements for these
historical sources; see Fig. 4, [14], and [15].

B. Emerging Sources

The second group includes variation sources that were his-
torically of minor impact but have emerged as significant
challenges in recent years. This group includes random dopant

Fig. 5. Reduction in the number of dopant atoms per generation illustrates the
increasing importance of RDF as a significant variation source [6], [26].

Fig. 6. (Left) Random variation is variation around a mean. (Right) Random
variation in devices can be determined by measuring the standard deviation (σ)
of the difference between parameters (e.g., VT and ID) for two closely spaced
identical devices and dividing by

√
2 [14].

fluctuation (RDF; see Fig. 5 and [16]–[18]), variation asso-
ciated with implants and anneals [pocket implants [19] and
rapid-thermal anneal (RTA) [20]], variation associated with
strain [wafer-level biaxial [21], high-stress capping layers [22],
and embedded silicon–germanium (SiGe) [23]], and variation
associated with gate material granularity (poly gates [24] and
metal gates [25]). Long-term variation management requires
focused effort on understanding these sources so that new inno-
vations and continual improvement strategies can be developed
to address them.

III. MEASUREMENT OF VARIATION

A. Paired-Device Measurements of Variation

Random variation can be defined as variation around a mean,
whereas systematic variation can be defined as the movement
of the mean (see Fig. 6). In practice, random variation for a
single device has historically been determined by measuring
the standard deviation (σ) of the difference between critical
parameters (e.g., VT and ID) for two closely spaced identical
devices and dividing the difference by

√
2. The

√
2 assumes

that these distributions are independent (an assumption that can
be validated from array data).
One key issue in computing σ is assuring a large-enough

sample set for the computation. The concern here is that,
for small sample sets, repeated measurements of σ (as might
be done in trending), will yield a distribution of σ values.
This distribution can be interpreted as process variation but
is actually sampling variation. Fig. 7, left, shows the tradeoff
between the number of points and σ variation due to sampling.
Fig. 7, right, shows how typical trending might vary, depend-
ing on the sample size. Although this issue is not common
in manufacturing, it is quite common in research, where a
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Fig. 7. (Left) Sensitivity of the measured sigma to the number of samples.
(Right) Sampling variation can be confused with process variation if the
sampling size is very small.

Fig. 8. The value of arrays is that they provide σX values for a single
physical test structure. (Left) Use of arrays for density measurements. (Right)
VT measurements from a single array.

single-wafer experiment may not provide sufficient data for
accurate σ computation.
Another significant difficulty with the paired-device method

is that there may be a systematic variation of the random
variation. (As one common example, the random variation
measured from matched pairs may systematically be higher at
the edge of the wafer than at the center.) Unfortunately, the
obvious mitigation (filtering the data) carries the associated risk
of dropping the sample size below the level necessary for good
statistical sampling.

B. Device Array Measurement of Variation

One way of addressing issues with paired devices is to use
measurement arrays (see Fig. 8). A measurement array consists
of a large number of identical devices, each individually ad-
dressable, such that all parametric measurements (e.g., VT , ID,
and subthreshold slope) can be done on a large set of closely
spaced devices. The size of the array is chosen to be large
enough to avoid sampling issues but smaller than all known
process systematic effects (typically 100 < array size < 1000).
In an array of this type, the process systematic variation

is typically assumed to be negligible, and thus, the σX of
all the values in the array is assumed to describe the process
random variation. However, because the parametric data are
available for all the devices, the following two critical as-
sumptions can quantitatively be validated: 1) the systematic

Fig. 9. Measurement configuration for determining debias through the use of
force and sense connections on the drain and source.

variation is negligible and 2) the devices are independent. Array
measurements bypass both the differential measurement and
the

√
2 assumption of independence of the historical method

but involve significantly more test structure complexity and test
time.
One concern with arrays is the need to compensate for the

systematic debiasing of devices due to the differences in bus
length across the array (see Fig. 9). This compensation can be
accomplished through feedback techniques such as sensing the
voltage applied to the device through redundant connections,
but at the expense of added complexity and test time. If logic
circuitry is used to activate a specified row and column in an
array, it adds the constraint that only wafers with functional
logic circuitry can provide useful data from the array. Although
it is possible to design an array of devices that does not re-
quire logic circuitry or various compensation techniques, such
designs come at the expense of significant reduction in array
efficiency. In either case, once the price has been paid in terms
of die area and test complexity, arrays enable a level of visibility
to random variation not possible with standard matched-pair
analyses.

C. Ring Oscillator Circuit Measurement of Variation

Another approach for variation measurement is to use ring
oscillators (see Figs. 10 and 11, [6], [14], and [26]). By analogy
with individual devices, closely spaced ring oscillators (or ring
oscillators with interlaced transistors) are used to obtain random
variation data, and large populations of oscillators, with random
variation removed through root-mean-square (rms) analysis, are
used to obtain systematic data.
Ring oscillators need not be limited to simple inverters.

As an example, Fig. 12 shows a circuit that can measure VT

variation and can be instantiated multiple times across a die.
The circuit consists of an oscillator formed by an odd number
of inverters connected in a chain and connected to different
kinds of power gates. MPref and MNref transistors connect
the oscillator power supplies to VCC and VSS, respectively,
and act as a reference measurement. MN1 and MN2 are the
pair of n-type metal–oxide–semiconductor (NMOS) transistors
whose VT variation will be measured by the oscillator. For
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Fig. 10. (a) Ring oscillators can be densely distributed in the (b) product die
to provide die-level evaluation of both (c) random and systematic variation (not
illustrated), as well as rich statistics for (d) cross-wafer effects and (e) overall
maps [6], [14], [26].

Fig. 11. (Top) Systematic and (bottom) random variation as measured by
benchmark ring oscillator circuits for the last five generations. Note that
systematic variation is constant (expected if all modules follow Moore’s law
scaling). In addition, note that random variation is constant, except for 65 nm
(the last generation of SiON gate technology, which did not have Tox scaling).
HiK-MG in 45 nm restored Tox scaling and a constant trend [14], [15].

NMOS VT -related measurements, MNref is kept ON by setting
EnNref to VCC. This condition makes V svtp close to VSS.
Now, by setting EnN1 or EnN2 to VCC, transistors MN1
andMN2 are used to power up the CMOS oscillator. Because
these transistors are of the NMOS type, node V cvtn is set
at VCC − VTN1 and VCC − VTN2, respectively, during these
measurements, where VTN1 and VTN2 are, respectively, the
threshold voltages of transistors MN1 and MN2. The result-
ing frequency is a function of VTN1 and VTN2 and can be used
to estimate device VT variation. Transistor MPref is used to
calibrate the oscillator. [The converse structure to measure the
p-type metal–oxide–semiconductor (PMOS) VT is also shown
in Fig. 12.]
The structure has some nonidealities. First, the voltage at

node V cvtn is affected by the resistive drop across the tran-
sistor. This resistance is a function of transistor characteristics
other than threshold voltage. This condition can be mitigated
by making the oscillator draw less current or by increasing
the size of the devices. (The choice of increasing the device

Fig. 12. Circuit for determining NMOS or PMOS VT variation.

Fig. 13. Data from VT oscillators similar to Fig. 10 have been used to
construct an AVT trend from a full-loop material.

size averages out variation and is less preferable.) Second,
note that the threshold voltage drop across the NMOS device
(VCC − VTN) is not exactly the same threshold voltage as
defined by discrete device measurements (as will be discussed
in Section IV of this paper). Finally, the oscillator switching
injects some noise into the circuit.
One example of the benefit of this type of circuit is given in

Fig. 13, where data from VT oscillators similar to Fig. 12 have
been used to construct an AVT (for the definition of AVT, see
Fig. 17) trend from a full-loop material. These data can then
be compared with full-loop Vccmin or yield data to permit rapid
debug of process issues.
One positive feature of ring oscillators is that they can be

implemented on the product die, because frequency data can
easily be multiplexed out with other end-of-line tests. The value
of product implementation is a large increase in the number of
samples.
The major negative feature of ring oscillators is the difficulty

in correlating the measured frequency variation back to simple
parametric terms (e.g., VT , ID, and subthreshold slope) or
individual process mechanisms (e.g., gate length, mobility, and
external resistance). Despite these difficulties, product ring
oscillators remain an excellent way of benchmarking overall
product variation between technologies, because they represent
a simple circuit design that can be implemented generation after
generation (see Figs. 11 and 13).
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Fig. 14. Simulation of the sensitivity of the die-level Vccmin to changes in
AVT. Note the increasing sensitivity as the amount of variation is increased.

D. SRAM Modeling and Measurement

The Vccmin of an SRAM cell is critical to product develop-
ment, particularly in the mobile and handheld markets, where
low power is a key requirement. Random variation analyses of
static noise margin (SNM), dynamic read stability, and writabil-
ity can be performed to model the Vccmin of a 6-T SRAM cell in
a large cache design [27]. Of particular interest is the sensitivity
of the Vccmin to the random variation in VT (see Fig. 14).
However, although the random σVT component is still the

dominant source of variation when determining the die level
Vccmin, systematic process variations are also contributors to
the wafer-level die Vccmin distribution (see Fig. 3, earlier).
Therefore, it is necessary to include both random and sys-
tematic terms in modeling to accurately predict the statistical
Vccmin distribution at high percentiles [5].
In addition to device variation, cell size and array size deter-

mine Vccmin for memory cells. Although it is relatively easy to
produce a few small SRAM arrays that operate at low Vccmin,
the important goal is to produce large arrays that operate at
low Vccmin. Array density, which includes memory cells, sense
amps, and control circuitry, is another important SRAM metric
to report. Thus, when measuring and comparing low-voltage
memory operation, cell size, Vccmin distribution, array size, and
array density must all be considered.
Fig. 15 shows the measured Vccmin distribution for 32-nm-

generation SRAM cells for a 3.25-Mb array with cell sizes of
0.171, 0.199, and 0.256 um2. As expected, the larger cell sizes
support smaller Vccmin due to reduced random variation for
larger devices. Fig. 16, left, shows the effect of array size on
Vccmin for array sizes of 3.25 and 91 Mb for a 0.199-um2 cell.
Fig. 16, right, compares array density, which includes mem-
ory cells, sense amps, and control circuitry, and technology
node [15].

IV. VT BENCHMARKING

A. Analytical Description of Variation

As discussed earlier, random threshold voltage variation
(σVT ) is a key factor in determining the Vccmin of memory
elements such as SRAMs and register file cells. To benchmark
random VT variation, it is necessary to have an analytical
expression for variation as a function of fundamental process
parameters.

Fig. 15. Measured Vccmin distribution for 32-nm-generation SRAM cells for
a 3.25-Mb array with cell sizes of 0.171, 0.199, and 0.256 um2. Larger cell sizes
support smaller Vccmin due to reduced random variation for larger devices [15].

Fig. 16. (Left) Effect of array size on Vccmin for array sizes of 3.25 and 91Mb
for a 0.199-um2 cell. (Right) Comparison of array density (including memory
cells, sense amps, and control circuitry) versus technology node [15].

In the pioneering work of Mizuno et al. [28], the analytical
expression for σVT in planar devices due to random dopant
fluctuations was shown to be

σVT =
4
√
4q3εSiφB

2
· Tox

εox
·

4
√

Ntot√
LeffWeff

(1)

where the key features are a linear dependence on the ox-
ide thickness Tox, an inverse square-root dependence on the
effective length and width (Leff and Weff ), and an inverse
fourth-root dependency onNtot (whereNtot is the total doping
concentration per unit volume of the same type of species). An
expression of a similar form was shown by Stolk et al. [16] with
slightly different coefficients as

σVT =
4
√
4q3εSiφB√

3
· Tox

εox
·

4
√

Ntot√
LeffWeff

. (2)

For a long-channel double-gate metal–oxide–semiconductor
field-effect transistor (MOSFET) with a fully depleted channel,
the total space charge in the channel region is determined by
the device geometry and channel dopant concentration. This
condition leads to an expression for threshold voltage [29], [30]
of the form

VT = VT0 + qNtottSi/2Cox (3)

where the factor 2 in the denominator counts the two sides of
the double-gate device. Generalizing this condition to the case
of a multigate device on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate
gives

VT = VT0 + q ·
(

Tox

εox

)
· Ntot ·

(
Leff · Wsi · Hsi

Leff · Weff

)
(4)
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where Leff is the effective gate length,Wsi is the fin width,Hsi

is the fin height, and Weff is the active gate width, given by
Weff = 2Hsi for a FinFET and Weff = 2Hsi + Wsi for a Tri-
gate device. If the number of dopant atoms in the channel is the
result of random processes, the standard deviation is given by
the square root of the number of atoms. The resulting standard
deviation in threshold voltage is given by

σVT = q

(√
Wsi · Hsi

Weff

)
· Tox

εox
·
( √

Ntot√
Leff · Weff

)
(5)

which further simplifies in the case of FinFETs to

σVT = q

(√
Wsi

2

)
· Tox

εox
·
( √

Ntot√
Leff · Weff

)
. (6)

As with the expression derived earlier by Mizuno and by
Stolk, this long-channel model captures variation due to the
change in the number of dopant atoms in the channel but does
not consider variation due to changes in their position within
the channel.

B. Measurement Description and Nuances

The random variation of transistor pairs is determined by
measuring the difference in VT (ΔVT ) between a number of
sets of closely spaced paired transistors (e.g., all the transistor
pairs on a wafer) and computing the standard deviation of the
differenceΔVT (σΔVT ). This paired transistor result is divided
by

√
2 to obtain the random σVT for the individual device as

σrandom−pair =σ(VTA − VTB) = σ(ΔVT ) (7)

σrandom−one−device =
σ(VTA − VTB)√

2
=

σ(ΔVT )√
2

. (8)

Systematic variation is determined by taking the rms differ-
ence between the total and random variation as

σsystematic−one−device =

√
(σVT−pop)2 −

(
σ(ΔVT )√

2

)2

(9)

where the total variation (σVT−pop) is determined by taking the
standard deviation of the entire population of transistors.
In benchmarking σVT , an assumption is made of an inverse

square-root dependence on Leff andWeff , as shown in (1), and
the threshold voltage is expressed in terms of a Pelgrom plot
[31], where σΔVT is plotted versus 1/

√
LeffWeff , and the slope

of the resulting line is termed AVT (see Fig. 17).
Although the definition of a Pelgrom plot appears simple,

there are a number of nuances in implementation.
1) Methods for the Measurement of VT : There are a number

of measurement techniques for VT [32]. The simplest (and
most commonly used) techniques are the “extrapolation in
the linear regime” (ELR; sometimes called the peak gm) and
the “constant current” methods. In the ELR method, a linear
extrapolation of the Id–Vg curve at the maximum (positive)
slope (i.e., the peak transconductance gm) is determined, and
the zero intercept of this line defined as VT (see Fig. 18, left).

Fig. 17. Pelgrom plot of σΔVT versus 1/
√

Leff Weff , where the slope of the
resulting line is termed AVT [30].

Fig. 18. (Left) ELR method [32] of VT measurement, showing sensitivity to
external parasitic resistance Rext. (Right) “Constant current” method [32] of
VT measurement, showing the arbitrary selection of current.

Fig. 19. Left plot (a, [33]) definesAVT as per Pelgrom (from σΔVT ). Right-
hand plot (b, [34]) defines AVT from σVT (a

√
2 difference from plot a).

In the “constant current” method, a current value is selected,
and VT is the gate voltage at that current (see Fig. 18, right).
Although the ELR method bypasses the requirement for an
arbitrary current choice, the method is sensitive to both external
parasitic resistance Rext (a higher Rext gives a lower VT ; see
Fig. 18) and mobility (mobility changes the peak value of gm).
In contrast, the “constant current” method is insensitive to both
Rext and mobility (gm) changes but is sensitive to changes in
the subthreshold slope (as might occur with poor dielectrics
with high Dit).

2) σVT (or σΔVT ) Definition of AVT: In the translation
between Pelgrom’s historical notation (derived for analog de-
vices) and modern CMOS analysis, an alternative plot of σVT

(rather than σΔVT ) versus 1/
√

LeffWeff has become com-
mon, where the slope is also (unfortunately) termed AVT (see
Fig. 19). This case has created the situation that reported that
AVT benchmark numbers may differ by

√
2, depending on the

background of the author.
3) Zero Intercept of the AVT Line: If the measured σVT (or

σΔVT ) values are extrapolated to the axis, the intercept may
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Fig. 20. (Left) It is common to see a nonzero intercept in a Pelgrom plot of
small devices when incorrect dimensions have been used for Leff or Weff .
(Right) F–R measurements with Leff varied will typically have a nonzero
x-axis intercept, whereas measurements with Weff will typically have a con-
ventional appearance.

not be zero. A nonzero intercept carries the physical meaning
that, for very large-gate-area devices, there is still random
VT variation between devices. However, in a healthy process,
infinitely large devices are expected to identically match, and
thus, a nonzero intercept is a clue to some potential anomaly in
the data.
The most common origin of a nonzero intercept is incorrectly

assigning values for Leff andWeff . Leff andWeff should corre-
spond to the electrical channel area of the device (as opposed
to the drawn or physical dimensions). It is common to see a
nonzero intercept in a Pelgrom plot when the data set is from
relatively small devices (such as SRAM cells) and incorrect
dimensions have been used for Leff andWeff (see Fig. 20, left).

4) Normalization With Tox and Doping Differences: The
following two other nomenclatures have also been proposed:
1) BVT and 2) CVT. BVT was suggested by Takeuchi [17]
as a way of normalizing out the contribution of the gate oxide
thickness as

σVT = BVT

√
Tinv(VT + 0. 1 V)

LeffWeff
and (10)

CVT was suggested by Putra [35] as a normalization that
includes the effective doping profile and is given by

σVT = CVT

√
q

εox
· Tinv

√
NeffWd√

LeffWeff

. (11)

BVT and CVT represent interesting new metrics (particularly
for the comparison of cross-generational or cross-site data) but
are not yet widely used.

5) F–R Measurement Techniques: Additional information
can be obtained from measuring the σΔVT between forward
and reverse (F–R) measurements on the same device. The
rationale for this F–R measurement is that a single device
has identical structural properties on each measurement (typ-
ically assumed to be Leff , Weff , and Tox), and thus, an F–R
measurement should highlight variations in channel doping.
The qualitative argument [36] is that the drain voltage Vd

depletes channel impurities on the drain edge, whereas VT is
controlled by ionized channel impurities in the local region on
the source edge. Therefore, comparing the symmetry of linear
and saturated VT [and drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL)]
should give insight into the doping profile in the channel
[37], [38].

Fig. 21. Three-dimensional simulation of an undoped double-gate device with
a midgap workfunction stripe scanned across the channel. When the device is
biased in the linear region, the barrier is near the center of the channel, giving
symmetric linear threshold voltage (VTlin) performance. When the device is
biased into the saturation region, the barrier moves toward the source side,
creating an asymmetry shown in both saturated threshold voltage (VTsat) and
DIBL.

Note that σΔVT for F–R measurements may also be plotted
on a Pelgrom plot (see Fig. 20, right). In this case, (1)–(5) do
not strictly apply, because there is an additional length depen-
dency associated with the asymmetric source–drain depletion
effect. Thus, the Pelgrom plot will look conventional (although
typically of smaller value) if the length is held constant and the
width is varied. However, the Pelgrom plot will show a nonzero
x-axis intercept if the width is held constant and the length is
varied.
Care must be taken in interpreting the F–R methodology for

experimental data, because it implicitly assumes that RDF is the
only contributor to local variation in a single device. (In fact,
this measurement has been proposed as a metric for pure-RDF
variation in a device [39].) The issue is that other sources of
variation may also be sensitive to source–drain potential differ-
ences. As an example, workfunction may also vary across a de-
vice. Three-dimensional simulation of an undoped double-gate
device with a midgap workfunction stripe scanned across the
channel can be used to illustrate a similar effect for a situation
with negligible RDF. When the device is biased in the linear re-
gion, the barrier is near the center of channel, giving symmetric
VTlin performance. When the device is biased into the satura-
tion region, the barrier moves toward the source side, creating
an asymmetry shown in both VTsat and DIBL (see Fig. 21).

6) Nonplanar Devices: Some difficulties may occur when
communicating Leff and Weff for nonplanar devices. The fol-
lowing two problems commonly occur: 1) the normalization per
total electrical area versus the normalization per footprint area
(see Fig. 22) and 2) the normalization for devices where current
conduction is potentially at the center of the device rather than
at the surface (i.e., nanowires).
For the first point, the total electrical area of a nonplanar

device may significantly be larger than the total footprint
area. One example is given in Figs. 22 and 23, where the
total electrical area is given by Leff ∗ Weff = Leff ∗ 4 ∗ 8 nm ∗
3(wires) ∗ 3(stacks), whereas the total footprint is given by
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Fig. 22. Total electrical area versus the total footprint area.

Fig. 23. Idealized nanowire device with square 8 nm × 8 nm wires, three
stacks of three high wires, and a pitch of 50 nm between wire stacks.

Leff ∗ Weff = Leff ∗ 3(stacks) ∗ pitch. If the pitch is 50 nm
and Leff = 50 nm, then the total electrical area is ∼2× the
footprint area.
Based on the analyses in (1)–(5), we expect the variation to

scale as the total electrical area. Thus, from the standpoint of
a device engineer, the standard normalization should be to the
total electrical area, because this condition permits comparison
between device types. However, from the standpoint of a circuit
designer, normalizing to the total electrical area is unhelpful,
because the designer cares about footprint dimensions (because
they affect product density and die cost) and not the total
electrical area. In other words, from a designer’s perspective,
a nonplanar device folds a 3-D space (with potential variation
improvements due to a larger total electrical area) into a 2-D
footprint area. As a consequence, care must be taken to use
the correct variation normalization when performing Vccmin

simulations on nonplanar circuits.
For the second point, there is the issue of the normalization

of VT as a function of carrier conduction. Wide nonplanar
inversion-mode Si devices conduct current on the surface of
the device (see Fig. 24, top), and thus, both drive current and
variation can be scaled to the total electrical width (Weff =
2 ∗ Width + 2 ∗ Height). Smaller nonplanar devices conduct
current at the center of the device (see Fig. 24, bottom), and
thus, the drive current is frequently normalized to the diameter

Fig. 24. Small-diameter nanowire devices conduct at the center of the wire
rather than at the perimeter. W -normalization for drive current shifts to the
diameter (rather than the perimeter) but the normalization for variation remains
to the perimeter.

Fig. 25. Comparison of recent AVT values, plotted per technology structure
and per year [22], [33]–[35], [39]–[54].

rather than the perimeter. Given that the normalization for small
wires is to the diameter, it would be tempting to also normalize
random variation to the diameter. This approach is not correct,
because random variation is a capacitive-like phenomenon [see
(1)–(5)] and is thus controlled by the total electrical area,
independent of the location of the charge center.

C. AVT Literature Benchmarking

A comparative plot of measured threshold voltage variation
(corrected for the definition of AVT as appropriate; see earlier
discussion) as a function of device type and key technology
parameters for recent reported data is shown in Fig. 25. Fig. 26
illustrates the percentage variance due to RDF (estimated based
on the device type and the probable channel doping) based on
the following equation:

Vextra =

(
AVT(measured)

)2 − (
AVT(RDF−only)

)2(
AVT(measured)

)2 . (12)

This plot only includes data for which a Pelgrom plot
was provided. No attempt was made to reconcile different
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Fig. 26. Same data as shown in Fig. 25 but plotted as a function of non-RDF
variance (providing a measure as to the amount of non-RDF variation).

normalization strategies for Leff and Weff (the plotted value
for 1/

√
LW was directly used). Data from F–R measurements

on a single device was not included. Data with an excessively
nonzero intercept for AVT (suggesting a normalization issue
with Leff Weff ) were not included.
Key conclusions from this summary are 1. HiK delivers

better variation than poly/SiON, i.e., 2. The record-breaking de-
vices are high-k with ultrathin body or nanowire architectures.

V. OFF-STATE LEAKAGE VARIATION

A. Off-State Leakage Variation With Device Width W

The unique challenge of the OFF-state leakage Ioff variation
(versus all other types of transistor parametric variations) is
that Ioff follows a log-normal distribution rather than a normal
distribution. In modeling Ioff variation, it is common to assume
that the base simulation model reflects the median leakage of
the device, with additional random variation δL (as a function
ofW ) to obtain the mean leakage. With this set of modeling as-
sumptions, in the absence of any narrow-W effects, the median
leakage variation would be flat, and the mean leakage variation
would increase asW decreases (as shown in Fig. 27, top). This
case poses a challenge for segmented diffusion devices (such as
FinFET or Tri-gate devices), because it suggests that segmented
devices of large effectiveW (which comprised several smallW
devices) would have an increase in the mean leakage at largeW
(see Fig. 27, bottom).
Looking at this question more deeply suggests a flaw in the

reasoning due to the assumption of a flat median distribution. In
the absence of any narrow-W effects, the central limit theorem
(CLT) predicts that combining independent log-normal samples
will result in a distribution with a flat mean and a decreasing
medianwith decreasingW (in contrast with the aforementioned
typical model, which predicts a flat median and an increasing
mean with decreasingW ; see Fig. 28).
The physical assumptions underlying the CLT result are that

each of the segments is independent. In the case of a FinFET
or a Tri-gate device, it is intuitively reasonable to assert that

Fig. 27. FinFET devices stimulate new questions about the nature of Ioff
variation as a function ofW .

Fig. 28. In the absence of any narrow-W effects, the CLT predicts that
combining independent log-normal samples will result in a distribution with
a flat mean and a decreasing median with decreasing W (contrasting with the
typical simulation model that predicts a flat median and an increasing mean
with decreasingW ).

Fig. 29. A population of 32-nm planar devices has a flat mean and decreasing
median with decreasingW as suggested by the CLT analysis of Fig. 26. In other
words, the OFF-state leakage Ioff variation of 32-nm planar devices behaves
as if constructed from numerous independent small-W devices, suggesting no
significant increase in Ioff with the implementation of segmented diffusion
devices such as FinFETs or Tri-gates.

each fin is independent of the other fins (although an interesting
subquestion appears about whether fins under the same gate
are different from fins under different gates). However, it is
less intuitively reasonable that planar devices act as if they
comprised several small independent segments.
We examined ∼4000 die from the 32-nm process to deter-

mine if the planar 32-nm device followed the CLT prediction
in Fig. 28. The results (shown in Fig. 29) suggest that planar
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data behave similar to the CLT expectation. Physically speak-
ing, this case suggests that planar devices behave as if they
are constructed from numerous independent small-W devices.
This result is important, because it suggests that no significant
increase in Ioff variation for large W devices will occur with
the implementation of FinFET and Tri-gate devices.

VI. CONCLUSION

Similar to other critical areas in semiconductor processing,
meeting Moore’s law scaling in the presence of variation
challenges requires combining new innovations with estab-
lished continual improvement strategies. Yield data and random
and systematic measurements of ring oscillators have shown
that Moore’s law scaling is maintained for recent generations
through these efforts. Benchmarking variation data from recent
publications have further shown that improvements are possible
through innovations such as new transistor architectures and
continual improvement in dielectrics and gate materials.
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